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I. Introduction 

[Mn 1] The principle of equal pay for women and men is enshrined in the Federal Constitution 
(Cst.) and in the Gender Equality Act (EqA). This principle is not limited, however, to 
comparing persons holding identical or very similar functions,1 or to the job as described in the 
job description. It enables different functions to be compared, such as typically female or male 
functions for example, in which the requirements and demands involved in carrying out the job 
correctly are considered equal. 

[Mn 2] Equality in the eyes of the law does not necessarily mean actual equality. Pay inequality 
between men and women is measured every two years by the Federal Statistical Office (FSO) by 
means of a special analysis of data from the Swiss Earnings Structure Survey. The latest data 
show that, on average, women earned 18.1% less than men in 2014.2  

 
 
 

1 Instead of the notion of ʹjobʹ or ʹactivityʹ, the term ʹfunctionʹ is often used to emphasise the fact that the aim of the job 
evaluation is not to evaluate the person working but always and only the function, regardless of the qualifications of 
the person working. 

2 Silvia Strub / Livia Bannwart, Analyse der Löhne von Frauen und Männern anhand der Lohnstrukturerhebung 
2014, analysis commissioned by the Federal Statistical Office, Economy Division, Wages and Working Conditions 
Section, 2017 ; www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home.assetdetail.2118701.html (all links checked in March 2018). 
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Around 42% of this difference cannot be explained by criteria presumed to be objective, which 
would suggest that many women are potentially discriminated against because of their gender. 
A recent analysis of 190 arbitration proceeding reports and cantonal court verdicts relating to 
the EqA made between 2004 and 2015 shows that people who undertake legal proceedings due 
to gender discrimination do so most often because of pay discrimination (67 cases) and 
discriminatory dismissal (67 cases).3 

[Mn 3] The Swiss Federal Supreme Court has hitherto accepted two methods4 to establish 
whether gender-based pay inequality exists in cases of individual or collective complaints (or 
appeals) regarding pay discrimination:5 job evaluation6 and regression analysis. This article will 
present the specific characteristics of each method (summarised in Table 1). It will then describe 
the minimum requirements for the scientific and lawful application of each method. Lastly, it 
will explain how each method can be applied at individual and company level.7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Karine Lempen / Aner Voloder, Analyse der kantonalen Rechtsprechung nach dem Bundesgesetz über die 
Gleichtstellung von Frau und Mann (2004-2015), Research report commissioned by the Federal Office for Gender 
Equality, 2017. The English summary, Analysis of the precedents of the Cantonal Courts on the Gender Equality Act 
(2004-2015), can be downloaded here: 
https://www.ebg.admin.ch/dam/ebg/en/dokumente/publikationen/dokumentation/GlG-
Analyse_2017_en.pdf.download.pdf/GlG-Analyse_2017_en.pdf  

4 In very specific cases where two people carry out exactly the same function, the direct comparison of pay has 
been accepted. However, this method, currently widespread in companies, only establishes whether equal pay is 
being paid for equal work. It is not possible, therefore, to use this method to establish whether the principle of 
equal pay for a job of equal value is respected. 

5 The suitability of a method or its combination with another method is assessed from case to case and based on 
elements of doctrine; see Marianne Schär Moser / Jürg Baillod, Instrumente zur Analyse von 
Lohndiskriminierung. A guide for legal practice, published by the Office for Gender Equality and the Swiss Bar 
Association, Haupt Verlag Bern, 2006. 

6 In the same context, the terms ʹfunction evaluationʹ and ʹwork evaluationʹ are also used in the literature. 
7 For a description of the different levels of analysis, see Claudio Marti Whitebread, Lohngleichheit zwischen Frau 

und Mann: eine Auslegeordnung, Pratique Juridique Actuelle, 2015, p. 1551. 
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Table 1. Comparison of ʹjob evaluationʹ and ʹregression analysisʹ methods 
 

Method Job evaluation Regression analysis 

Analysis Pay system and pay 
practice 

Pay practice 

Aim Determine the value of 
functions 

Determine the nature of the 
relationship of a variable to be 
explained (employee pay) to one 
or several explanatory variables 
(e.g. education, professional status 
or level of expertise)  

Approach Qualitative Quantitative 
Variables The function’s characteristics 

and pay 
The function’s and the 
employee’s characteristics, all 
pay components 

Weighting of 

variables 

Normative – obtained on the 
basis of scientific and legal 
knowledge as well as on 
expert opinion 

Deductive – obtained from data 
analysis 

Size of company for 

application of 

No required minimum Required minimum 

Results Functions or persons 
potentially discriminated 
against 

Potentially discriminatory gender-
specific pay gap that can be 
measured at different levels of 
analysis (company, group or 
individual) 

 

 
II. Presentation of both analysis methods 

[Mn 4] Job evaluation and regression analysis are complementary methods. Job analysis is used 
especially to develop or analyse pay structure, whereas regression analysis is used to examine 
pay practice. The two methods are also compatible with one another. In the context of pay equality 
analysis, both methods use variables, firstly, to determine the value of a job and, secondly, to 
comprehend the nature of the relationship between the value of a job and the wages paid. 

 
 

1) Job evaluation 

[Mn 5] Job evaluation assesses each function using pre-established criteria areas known as 
factors. The evaluation is carried out on the basis of requirements and demands related to the 
function. Requirements are defined as skills that are essential to accomplishing a task. Demands 
are elements related to carrying out a task that may be harmful to the person. This evaluation 
process enables a value to be attributed to each function in the form of points for each function 
in the company. 
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 [Mn 6] There is a broad consensus in society that a positive relationship exists between the 
value of functions and pay and that functions with the highest requirements and demands are 
generally better paid than those with the lowest requirements and demands. Job evaluation 
therefore enables a rational pay structure to be established in a company thanks to the values 
attributed to functions. According to a representative survey conducted in Switzerland, 48% of 

companies with at least 50 employees have a pay policy based on a job evaluation method.8 This 
proportion increases to four out of five for companies employing over 1,000 employees. A 
distinction is made between the two main types of job evaluation used:  

• Summary job evaluation consists of making a general evaluation of functions within the 
company and then ranking them by a specific factor or making paired comparisons. It is 
generally not considered rigorous enough to meet requirements for examining the principle 
of equal pay for work of equal value.9 

• Analytical job evaluation consists of evaluating each of a company’s functions by means of a set 
of precise factors10 that determine the value of each function. As an example, the 
ABAKABA96 method,11 developed on behalf of the Federal Office for Gender Equality, suggests the 
following four factors to describe the requirements and demands of functions:   

1. intellectual, 
2. psychosocial, 
3. physical, 
4. and responsibility-related requirements and demands. 

[Mn 7] While establishing these criteria areas or factors,12 particular effort was made to ensure 
that their definition and measurement were not discriminatory.   

[Mn 8] Factors are recorded and measured by means of a questionnaire and an evaluation 
diagram. Some factors can comprise several components.  

 

 
8 Results come from data from a business survey conducted for the report by Susanne Stern 

/ Judith Trageser / Rolf Iten / Bettina Rüegge / Andrea Schultheiss, Regulierungsfolgenabschätzung zu den 
geplanten Massnahmen zur Durchsetzung der Lohngleichheit, a study commissioned by the Federal Office of 
Justice, 2015. 

9 See, for example, Michael Armstrong / Ann Cummins / Sue Hastings, Job Evaluation: A guide to achieving 
equal pay, London and Sterling, London, 2005. 

Norbert Semmer / Romana Tomasi / Theres Wägli / Alex Regenass, Arbeitsbewertung und Lohndiskriminierung 
von Frauen, in: Eidg. Büro für die Gleichstellung von Frau und Mann (publ.), Arbeitsbewertung und Lohndiskriminie- 
rung von Frauen (p. 13–84). Bern, 1 9 9 1 . 

10 The terms ʹfactorsʹ and ʹcharacteristicsʹ are also used in the literature. 
11 Christian Katz / Christof Baitsch, Lohngleichheit für die Praxis. Two tools for gender-neutral job evaluation, Vdf 

Hochschulverlag, Zurich, 1996. 
12 From a historical point of view, the factors presented here are based on the ʹSchéma de Genèveʹ (Geneva schema). 

This was the result of an international conference held in Geneva in 1950. It distinguishes between mental and 
physical demands, responsibility and working conditions. ABAKABA96 is a scientific adaptation of this schema 
that (like most other job evaluation systems currently in use) includes other demands that have become important due to 
changes in the world of work, such as psychosocial requirements and demands.
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This means that ʹresponsibilityʹ can be differentiated more precisely and measured using factors 
such as ʹresponsibility for the results achieved by othersʹ, ʹresponsibility for the lives of othersʹ 
and ʹresponsibility for valuable materials and goodsʹ. The evaluation of each function is based 
on its detailed description using a series of questions that are identical for all functions. Ideally, 
several people should conduct the function evaluation process in a standardised manner in 
order to reduce any subjective bias. 

[Mn 9] By way of illustration, Table 2 shows an example adapted from ABAKABA96 of how to 
measure responsibility for valuable materials and goods. 

 
Table 2. Example illustrating the measurement of requirements and demands using the 

sub-factor ʹresponsibility for valuable materials and goodsʹ 

 

To what extent is it possible, in carrying out this function, to make irreversible errors that 
may cause direct and costly damage to materials or valuable goods, such as could occur 
when using expensive machinery or when working in a bank? The cost of working hours 
lost due to the majority of errors made is not included. Bear in mind when answering that 
damaged material usually loses only a portion of its value and that when working with 
many expensive machines (e.g. computers), the risk of non-intentional damage is slight.  

 
Errors could cause damage worth: 

CHF 1,000 to CHF 10,000 
□ No risk (= 0 point) □ Medium risk (= 5 points) 

□ Low risk (= 0 point) □ High risk (= 20 points) 

CHF 10,000 to CHF 100,000 
□ No risk (= 0 point) □ Medium risk (= 20 points) 

□ Low risk (= 5 points) □ High risk (= 35 points) 

More than CHF 100,000  
□ No risk (= 0 point) □ Medium risk (= 35 points) 

□ Low risk (= 20 points) □ High risk (= 50 points) 

 
[Mn 10] In the example above, the responsibility for valuable materials and goods is measured 
by means of twelve possible answers. Each answer is allocated a number of points (indicated for 
information in the table above but not in the actual questionnaire). Evaluation of the factor 
‘responsibility for valuable materials and goods’ can be illustrated by the example of the function of 
Senior Trader, responsible for trading on behalf of the bank as well as for clients’ portfolios. This 
function could obtain the maximum score of 50 points for this particular factor. Subsequently, 
all the other ʹresponsibilityʹ factors are evaluated one after the other and then added together to 
obtain the total score for this factor. This process is repeated for all other factors until a total 
score is obtained for each factor. 

[Mn 11] In most cases, the factors do not have the same weight in measuring the value of the 
functions and subsequently in determining the pay for each respective function.  
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Different procedures exist to establish factors’ weights. There are no official or standard weights 
that apply to all situations in all organisations. It is more a normative decision that is taken 
when developing a job evaluation method. However, certain general trends can be seen with 
regard to the ʹactual weightsʹ of some factors, as reflected in the high or low pay that they 
attract. Thus, functions not associated with high intellectual requirements but with greater 
physical requirements and demands tend to be less well paid in general. Functions 
characterised by high intellectual requirements but low physical demands, on the other hand, 
are generally well paid.  

[Mn 12] With regard to gender equality, care must be taken to ensure that the weighting of the 
factors is well balanced. Those responsible for the weighting might be tempted, for example, to 
attribute a high weight to certain factors just because they are typically highly paid functions 
(e.g. responsibility for results achieved by others). Such functions are mostly carried out by 
men. A lower weighting for psychosocial factors (e.g. the oral communication of bad news) 
because they are less well paid would also be problematic, as these functions are typically 
carried out by women (e.g. in the service sector). In such cases, there is a real risk of 
perpetuating existing discrimination on the market. 

[Mn 13] Table 3 illustrates, in very simplified form, the process for calculating function values. 
In this fictitious example, the weights of the four factors, intellectual, responsibility, 
psychosocial and physical requirements and demands, are equal to 50%, 20% and 10% 
respectively of the function’s value. A score per function is indicated for each of the factors. The 
value of the functions is calculated by adding the scores obtained for each factor. The 
approximate pay of each function shows how the different weighting can also be observed in 
practice in the intellectual and physical factors.  
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Table 3. Example of determining a function’s value 
 

Functions / 

factors 

Weighting Delivery driver Financial analyst 

Value in 

points 

(scale 

1–5) 

Score per 

factor 

Value in 

points     

(scale  

1–5 

Score per 

factor 

Intellectual 
requirements and 
demands 

50% 1 5 4 20 

Responsibility-
related 
requirements 
and demands 

20% 2 4 3 6 

Psychosocial 
requirements 
and demands 

20% 2 4 2 4 

Physical 
requirements 
and demands 

10% 4 4 1 1 

Total value 
in points / 
value of 
function 

 17  31 

Pay13 CHF 3,810 CHF 7,980 

 
[Mn 14] Once the value of each function in the company has been determined, it is possible to 
group together all those that could be considered as having a similar value. This grouping is 
usually based on a score interval. In this way, it can be ensured that functions with an only 
slightly different score (i.e. of equal value) remain comparable. These function groups of equal 
value are then attributed to a pay grade or pay scale. At this stage, care should be taken to 
ensure that no gender bias arises. Such a bias can occur when grouping functions together and 
attributing them to a grade, for example, when typically female functions are more often 

attributed to lower grades than typically male functions.14 
 
 

13 The wages shown are based on www.lohnrechner.ch  with the following information: ʹdelivery driverʹ, aged 35, 10 
years in the company, compulsory education, no management function, occupational group: direct client service 
personnel, 42h/week, average Swiss wage; ʹfinancial analystʹ, aged 35, 10 years in the company, university 
education, no management function, occupational group: business administration specialists, 42h/week. Other 
private or public wage calculators can be used in a similar way; the pay calculated for these profiles or similar 
profiles may differ from those shown here.  

14 The question of how to convert the findings of a job evaluation into pay grades or scales has already resulted 
in a claim in the canton of Aargau. Cf. Elisabeth Freivogel / Aner Voloder, Lohndiskriminierungen will man 
häufig nicht wahrhaben, in: Jean-Philippe Dunand / Karine Lempen 
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[Mn 15] The procedure described above enables a direct comparison between functions of the same value, 
making it possible to ascertain whether the pay related to these functions adheres to the principle of equal 
pay. In particular, it detects any disparities in the remuneration of typically male and typically 
female functions (cf. specific example of nurses in chapter IV.1.b).   

[Mn 16] In addition to the pay of functions targeted by the job evaluation, other pay 
components can also be taken into account. Non-discriminatory variables such as years of 
service or professional experience, which help justify gender-specific pay gaps, can also be 
considered.  

 
 

2) Regression analysis 

[Mn 17] Regression analysis can be used to assess the relationship of a dependent variable to 
one or more independent variables.15 In contrast to job evaluation, the nature of these 
relationships (e.g. between pay and the intellectual requirements and demands) is not 
predefined but derived from the data. Regression, therefore, mainly provides information about 
pay practice and not about the pay system itself.  

[Mn 18] In a pay equality analysis, pay or some of its components make up the dependent 
variable, whereas the independent variables are usually the characteristics of the functions (e.g. 
skills required, professional status) and of the persons holding them (e.g. education and 
training, years of service in the company and professional experience). Variables can be selected 
on the basis of a given company’s pay system or based on scientific theory. 

[Mn 19] As with job evaluation methods, the choice of variables here must also be based on 
legal considerations. According to the Swiss Federal Supreme Court, pay differences between 
the sexes are generally free from discrimination if they are based on ʹobjective and non-
discriminatory groundsʹ. These are primarily grounds having an influence on the value of the 

work,16 such as education, age, years of service, qualifications, experience, job-related tasks and 

performance.17 

[Mn 20] Regression analysis is an interesting method with regard to pay equality. It enables the 
relationship between a dependent variable (pay) and an independent explanatory variable (sex) 
to be determined, while at the same time taking into account the influence of several other 
independent variables (e.g. number of years’ service and professional status). In the case of a 
pay equality analysis, this means that the pay gap between the sexes, as determined by the 
regression, cannot be explained by differences between women and men with regard to other 
criteria or explanatory variables, such as years of service or professional status.  

 
 

/ Pascal Mahon (Publisher), L’égalité entre femmes et hommes dans les relations de travail, 1996–2016: 20 ans 
d’application de la LEg, Schulthess, Geneva, 2016. 

15 Pay equality analyses involve several independent quantitative variables. This type of analysis is generally known 
as multiple linear regression. The details of calculations required to obtain a result are complex and go beyond the 
scope of this article.  

16 Decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court ATF 125 III 368, recital 5. 
17 Decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court ATF 124 II 409, recital 9c. 
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[Mn 21] Another advantage of regression analysis is that it is not necessary to use the criteria 
defined in a company’s pay system to predict with a high level of certainty how that company’s 
employees are paid. Even if each company has its own pay system, in the majority of 
companies, remuneration largely follows general common practice. It is extremely useful here 
to make conscious use of variables that are external to the company and free from 
discrimination (such as the actual highest level of qualification) to analyse pay practice. When 
using company-specific variables (e.g. pay grades), there is a danger that any inherent 
discrimination may be hidden (e.g. the pay grades were determined based on an evaluation 
system indirectly advantageous to functions that are typically male or mainly carried out by 
men). If variables with hidden discrimination are used in regression, it will be much harder to 
detect discrimination by means of regression analysis, even though it is there (justification of 
discrimination by discriminatory reasoning).  

[Mn 22] During regression analysis, statistical tests can examine whether the relationship 
measured between the dependent variable and each of the independent explanatory variables 

differs to a statistically significant extent from zero.18 With regard to pay equality, it is 
particularly interesting to establish whether the pay gap between women and men calculated 
for a given company is actually different from zero. A result is generally considered statistically 
significant beyond a confidence level of 95%. This information is calculated automatically by 
statistical software but can also be found in statistical tables. 

[Mn 23] Regression analysis also provides information about the independent variables’ degree 
of accuracy in predicting the pay of each employee in the company. Information on the 

predictive power of the model is given by the coefficient of determination also known as R2, 
which is expressed as a percentage. It shows, as it were, how close the theoretical model is to the 
reality of the data.19 The closer it is to 100%, the closer the pay calculated by the regression 
analysis is to the wages actually paid to the employees. It is generally neither possible nor 

desirable20 to obtain an R2 equal to 100%, even if all variables that make up a company’s pay 
system are included. This is because there is always a difference between how pay is defined in 
theory and the way in which it is actually defined in practice.  

 
 

18 Significance tests are necessary, as regression analysis usually examines a phenomenon within a sample of 
the population. A significance test examines the probability of the value obtained from the sample differing 
from the actual value of the whole population. 

19 A regression model generally aims to simplify reality in order to make it easier to understand. This is why we 
try to get as close to reality in the simplest way possible. Essentially, the aim of a regression model is to 
maximise its predictive power with the minimum number of variables. There is no threshold value to determine 
at which R2 value a model can be considered ‘good’. Reference is usually made to values obtained from other 
analyses on the same subject.  
With regard to pay practice, a model capable of explaining more than three-quarters of the wage gap can already 
be considered good, bearing in mind that 100% of this gap can never be explained. Thus, an R2 of 0.79 means that 
79% of the pay gap actually observed is explained by the model’s variables. This indicates a high level of predictive 
power and helps to strengthen confidence in the interpretation of the analysis results. 

20 A very high R2 value (e.g. > 90%) can actually pose a problem from a statistical point of view. It could be an 
indication that the independent explanatory variables have been derived from the pay, which is the dependent 
variable to be explained. Explanatory variables cannot be derived from pay, as this would constitute a circular 
causality (endogeneity). This would be the case, for example, if the coding of professional status or level of 
qualification required for functions were derived directly from the pay or pay grade attributed to these functions. 
This would lead to results that are biased and, hence, incorrect. 
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This difference may, for example, be the result of pay negotiations at the time of being hired, 
which may have been based on subjective reasons, or may even come from pay fixed many 
years previously by the company and not adapted to current practice.   

[Mn 24] As long as the sample is large enough (i.e. contains a large enough number of 
employees), regression analysis can be used to check pay equality at company, group (e.g. 
employees with a specific function) or individual level. At company level, regression analysis 
determines whether, all other things being equal, there is a significant relationship between pay 
and the sex of the employee. If the analysis has been carried out in line with current standards, a 
significant relationship between these variables indicates with overwhelming probability the 

existence of a pay practice that is systematically discriminatory towards the members of one sex.21 
Regression analysis also enables variables to interact with one another (e.g. sex and value of functions) 
and the significance of these interactions to be calculated. In this way, it is possible to ascertain whether a 
systematic gender pay gap exists in a group of employees (e.g. upper management or functions of the 
same value). Lastly, it enables the pay of each employee to be estimated and the difference between 
the pay calculated and the wages actually paid by the company to then be determined. If the 
estimated pay is very similar to the actual pay, i.e. when the model’s prediction is very good, special 
attention must be given to employees whose estimated pay is very different from that paid. Such 
differences may be symptomatic of pay discrimination. 

 
 

III. Validity of methods: scientific and legal criteria 

[Mn 25] Both job evaluation and regression analysis are scientific and lawful methods (i.e. they 
can, in principle, be used in a non-discriminatory manner). However, their use involves the risk 
that certain scientific and legal principles may be adhered to insufficiently or not at all, which 
could lead to gender biases.  

 
 

1) Scientific robustness of methods 

a) Job evaluation 
 

[Mn 26] A job evaluation’s scientific robustness is partly determined by the extent to which it was 
developed according to standards that exist in this field. These standards are described in reference 
works such as those published by the International Labour Organisation.22 The choice of factors, for 
example, should be based on knowledge acquired from the scientific literature relating to the 
definition of work characteristics.23 

 
 
 

21 The result of a regression analysis in terms of ascertaining whether a gender-specific pay gap exists at company 
level does not allow an inference to be made about the number of men and women discriminated against at 
individual level under the Federal Act of 24 March 1995 on Gender Equality (Gender Equality Act, EqA). For 
this reason, a result that is insignificant at company level does not mean that pay equality as defined by the EqA 
(i.e. for each individual in the company) is respected.   

22 Marie-Thérèse Chicha, Gender-Neutral Evaluation for Equal Pay: A step-by-step guide, International Labour 
Office, Geneva, 2008.
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 [Mn 27] Psychometrics is an area of psychology that deals with the theory and methods of 
psychological measurement. It places particular importance on reliability and validity in 
evaluating the quality of measurements. Tests to examine these criteria and therefore the quality 
of measurements provide a basis for various decisions in developing a scientific method for job 
evaluation.24 

[Mn 28] The reliability of a measurement is shown by its consistency, its accuracy or its stability 
regarding the extent to which the results of measurements can be reproduced over time. In job 
evaluation, there are several ways of increasing reliability. For example, reliability will be 
improved if the functions are evaluated by several people instead of just one person, especially 
if they have had relevant training and have a good knowledge of the functions to be evaluated. 
The number of possible answers to each question can also affect reliability, as the choice of 
answer tends to become more random the more answers there are. Precise definitions (e.g. 
objective and quantifiable examples with precise scales as in Table 2) for each possible answer 
enable increased reliability in comparison with more subjective scales (e.g. 1 = very small, 2 = 
small, 3 = medium, 4 = large, 5 = very large).  

[Mn 29] The value of the functions changes with the weighting of the factors. It is difficult to decide on the 
ʹcorrectʹ weighting of the different factors scientifically, but there are studies that can provide an indication 
of the relative importance of different factors. In particular, there is broad social consensus that 
intellectually demanding jobs, which require a higher level of qualification, should be better 

paid. In practice, there are different approaches for determining the weighting of factors.25 It is 
possible, for example, to rely on weightings tried and tested in other companies, to determine 
weights based on statistical (regression) analyses or to agree on these weights within a working 
group commissioned to develop a job evaluation system. ABAKABA96 works with different 
ranges for the weighting of its four factors. The authors suggest, for example, that the weighting of 
mental and social requirements and demands should be between 20% and 40% and the weighting 
for requirements and demands in the factor responsibility between 20% and 30%.  

[Mn 30] The validity of the measurement here denotes the method’s ability to effectively and 
correctively measure that which needs to be measured. In the present case, a job evaluation 

method must enable the value of functions to be measured or established correctly.26 
 
 
 

23 For example, Stephen E. Humphrey / Jennifer D. Nahrgang / Frederick P. Morgeson, Integrating motivational, 
social, and contextual work design features: A meta-analytic summary and theoretical extension of the work design 
literature, Journal of Applied Psychology, 2007, 92(5), 1332–1356. 

Frederick P. Morgeson / Stephen E. Humphrey, The Work Design Questionnaire (WDQ): Developing and 
validating a comprehensive measure for assessing job design and the nature of work, Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 2006, 91(6), 1321–1339; Sebastian Stegmann / Rolf van Dick / Johannes Ullrich / Julie Charalambous 
/ Birgit Menzel / Nikolai W. Egold / Tina Tai-Chi Wu, Der Work Design Questionnaire. (Vorstellung und erste 
Validierung einer deutschen Version) [The Work Design Questionnaire-Introduction and validation of a German 
version], Zeitschrift für Arbeits- und Organisationspsychologie, 2010, 54(1), 1–28. 

24 It is essential to ensure that the method developed works in practice according to theoretical expectations. To 
this end, psychologists have developed a series of tests and methods (e.g. factor analysis, Cronbach’s alpha, etc.) 
which should be applied to strengthen the job evaluation’s validity.  

25 Michael Armstrong / Ann Cummins / Sue Hastings, Job Evaluation: A guide to achieving equal pay, London and 
Sterling, London, 2005. 
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One criterion, for example, is to ascertain whether the value of the functions obtained within a 
company, and therefore their relationship to one another, makes sense to the experts (apparent 
validity). Validity can also be tested by comparing the function values obtained by using one 
method with those obtained by another, recognised method. If the results coincide, then the first 
method can be considered as having a certain validity, as it has measured the value of the 
functions correctly.  

[Mn 31] With regard to equal pay for women and men, these analyses must take into account 
the frequent problem of the undervaluation of typically female functions27 in order to avoid the 
job evaluation method reproducing labour market inequalities. 

 
b) Regression analysis 

 

[Mn 32] The choice of regression method depends on well-established rules within the scientific 
community, which can be complemented, if necessary, by statistical tests. There are numerous 
regression analysis methods. Several studies have been conducted in Switzerland to examine 

the most suitable methods for analysing pay inequality.28 A report commissioned by the 
Confederation in this regard identified three approaches: OLS regression, doubly robust 
regression and quantile regression. It concluded that the OLS method used by the 
Confederation to analyse whether pay equality is respected at company level is adequate given 
current restrictions. The advantage of this method is that it is taught in basic statistics courses. 
This means it can be understood and applied by a relatively large number of people and 
furthermore using standard software such as Excel.  

[Mn 33] The most appropriate method depends on a large number of criteria, such as the nature, 
structure and quality of the data, the relationships between the variables, the type of measure of central 
tendency (e.g. median or average) or simply the questions that are to be answered. The selection of an 
appropriate regression method must also be justifiable based on scientific considerations. Tests can also 
be carried out to justify the use of a particular method in a specific case.  

[Mn 34] If certain basic conditions for conducting a linear regression analysis (e.g. OLS) are not 
fulfilled or if the level of comparability of certain groups of individuals within a sample is 
insufficient, other methods must be used to target these problems. Otherwise, there is a risk that 
the results will be biased. It should be noted that it is quite possible that the results obtained 
from the alternative method will not be statistically different from the OLS results. 

 
 
 
 
 

26 Judith M. Collins / Paul M. Muschinsky, An assessment of the construct validity of three job evaluation methods: A 
field experiment, Academy of Management Journal, 1993, 36(4), 895–904. 

27 Marie Becker / Séverine Lemière / Rachel Silvera, Guide pour une évaluation non discriminante des emplois à 
prédominance féminine, Défenseur des droits, 2013 

28 Christina Felfe / Judith Trageser / Rolf Iten, Studie zu den statistischen Analysen der Eidgenossenschaft be- 
treffend die Lohngleichheit von Frau und Mann, commissioned by the Federal Office for Gender Equality, 2015; 
Michael Gerfin / Boris Kaiser, Lohnunterschiede zwischen Frauen und Männern in der Schweiz. Methodische 
Grundlagen, Literaturanalyse und Evaluation von bestehenden Studien, Union Patronale Suisse, Zurich, 2015. 
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c) Measuring criteria 

[Mn 35] The scientific demands governing the choice, definition and operationalisation29 of the 
criteria (variables or sub-factors) or their grouping together as factors are similar for both job 
evaluation and regression analysis. For job evaluation, the aim is to create a method that will 
enable the requirements and demands of a function to be quantified in the form of a value. With 
the help of regression analysis, these values can be used together with variables related to the 
individual characteristics of employees in order to predict actual pay.  

[Mn 36] In both cases, however, it is necessary to rely on relevant scientific theory and to bear in 
mind the literature devoted to understanding the characteristics of work30 and the influence of 
human capital or other factors on productivity and hence on pay.31 The quality of 
measurements according to the criteria reliability and validity must also be taken into account.  

[Mn 37] Firstly, to determine the value of the factors, a model of the job is created. This involves 
creating a model that takes into account the main requirements and demands needed for the job. 
For the definition of the main factors, a vast literature is available in this field. Once the factors 
have been precisely defined, it must be decided how these are to be measured, i.e. how to 
operationalise them. Psychometrics offers recognised scientific principles on how to proceed.  

[Mn 38] The factors (e.g. responsibility) can be divided into several sub-factors (e.g. 
ʹresponsibility for valuable materials and goodsʹ and ʹresponsibility for the life of othersʹ, etc.). In 
this way, it can be ensured that all of the components defining a factor are correctly accounted 
for. The factors can then be measured by one or several questions (variables). This structure 
comprising questions, criteria and factors enables a model of the job to be created and the value 
of the job to be defined. The criteria can then be measured by one or several questions 
(variables).  

[Mn 39] Once the model has been established, it must be tested with statistical factor analysis. This will make 
it possible to determine whether the model’s actual structure corresponds to its theoretical structure. These 
analyses are essential because the theoretical structure of a model rarely corresponds to its real 
structure from the outset. For example, it sometimes happens that questions that initially appear 
to be different in fact measure the same thing from a statistical point of view. It can also happen 
that several questions are used to measure a criterion and statistical tests show that these questions 
do not measure it accurately enough. In this case, the model will have to be altered in order to 

make the theoretical construction as close as possible to the actual measurements.32 
 
 

29 Criteria influencing the value of a function or job must be made measurable in order to determine the value of the 
job. To this end, the criteria must first be transformed into measurable and comparable units. This process is 
known as operationalisation. The resulting measurable and comparable units of criteria are known as variables.  

30 For example, Stephen E. Humphrey / Jennifer D. Nahrgang / Frederick P. Morgeson, Integrating motivational, 
social, and contextual work design features: A meta-analytic summary and theoretical extension of the work design 
literature, Journal of Applied Psychology, 2007, 92(5), 1332–1356. 

31 Michael Armstrong / Angela Baron, The job evaluation handbook, Chartered Institute of Personnel and 
Development, London, 1995. 

32 From an equality law perspective, it may be advisable to take appropriate steps to ensure that the characteristic 
requirements and demands for tasks carried out mainly by one of the sexes are properly represented. 
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[Mn 40] When using regression analysis to check whether pay equality is respected, a regression 
model has to be chosen. This model will describe the relationship between the dependent variable 
that needs explaining (here ʹpayʹ) and one or several independent explanatory variables. Variables 
incorporate the requirements and demands of the functions and the characteristics of the 

individual profile of the employees.33 In regression, these variables are not weighted in advance; this 
is a fundamental difference between aggression analysis and job evaluation. The influence or 
the ʹweightʹ of each independent variable in the regression model is represented by its 
respective coefficient. These coefficients are themselves obtained exclusively from the data 
analysed, as they are estimated based on the data using the ordinary least squares (OLS) 
approach. The coefficient therefore describes the relationship between an independent 
explanatory variable (e.g. years of service) and the dependant variable to be explained (here 
ʹpayʹ) as it actually appears in the data in a specific instance. If, for example, the actual pay in 
the company analysed increases when staff are promoted to management, the variable 
ʹprofessional statusʹ should show through its coefficient exactly how pay will increase in the 
company analysed when, all other things being equal, an individual moves from the 
professional status ʹno managerial function’ to that of ʹmiddle managementʹ. The coefficients are 
obtained exclusively, without prior weighting, from the data analysed. Coefficients are 
redefined each time, for each data set or for each company, representing the real situation each 
time. 

[Mn 41] This means that the inclusion of a variable in the model will have no influence on the 
result of the analysis if it plays no role in the pay practice of the company. In such a case, the 
coefficient of this variable in the company analysed is equal to zero. The variable ʹhighest level 
of qualificationʹ of employees is a good example in this respect. The actual qualifications of 
employees are not always recognised in companies’ pay systems, which are often based on the 
qualification required for the function. If the variable ʹhighest level of qualificationʹ is included 
in a regression model but in fact plays no role in the company’s pay practice, it will have no 
influence on the result of the regression analysis. This is because the coefficient of the variable 
ʹqualificationʹ is obtained exclusively from the company’s data and will therefore be equal to 
zero in this case. Thus, the inclusion of this variable in the regression does not mean that the 

company is normatively obliged to pay employees on the basis of their actual qualifications.34 

[Mn 42] The measurement of function values has already been mentioned in previous sections. 
Here, we will discuss the variables relating to the individual characteristics of employees. These 
considerations are also based on the principles of reliability and validity. In this regard, an 
element that needs to be considered is the operationalisation of the concepts included in the 
model. 

[Mn 43] There are often several ways of measuring variables that initially appear objective but 
are in reality difficult to define. A good example of this is professional experience. This 
information is relevant to the prediction of pay and is certainly the variable that leads to the 
greatest discussion when discussing pay equality between women and men.  

 

 
33 As described above, there are two ways to determine the model’s variables.  
34 It should be noted that actual education and training can play a role in pay practice even if they do not determine 

pay according to a company’s pay system. This is the case when variables other than those specified in this system 
are used to analyse pay practice. 
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It is as hard to define as it is to measure. What is professional experience? Moreover, how can it 
be measured? Should one rely on a person’s CV or on approximations obtained from a 
combination of several variables (e.g. age less years of education and training less 6 years)? 
When considering experience should differences in work-time percentage be taken into 
account? And if so, how should this be done? Should a distinction be made between functions 
and jobs? For example, can the difference in experience between a cashier working 60% for 5 
years and another working 100% be compared with that of an IT specialist working 60% for 5 

years and another working 100%?35  

[Mn 44] Although econometric or psychometric concepts and the scientific literature may help 
to provide some answers to these questions, it is often very difficult to obtain clear, accurate and 
objective information in practice. Other aspects must also be considered, such as practical and 
legal constraints. The concrete example of the Confederation’s standard analysis model will be 
presented in chapter V.2.a. 

 
 

2) Non-discriminatory application of methods 

[Mn 45] The aspect of gender neutrality is not automatically taken into account when scientific 
methods such as job evaluation or regression are being developed or applied. This is particularly true 
in the case of regression analysis, whose practical objective is usually the explanation and not the 
justification of a phenomenon. Work must therefore be done to ensure that a legal dimension is 
included in these approaches. Failing this, there is a risk that the absolute nature of the right to 
pay equality will be neglected.  

 
a) Job evaluation 

 

[Mn 46] Several organisations and authors have drawn up a series of recommendations on how 
to develop and apply gender-neutral job evaluation methods.36 Belgium even offers a checklist37 

to assess the neutrality of the methods. It requires considerable effort to follow these 
recommendations, demanding a sound knowledge of gender biases and their implication in 
developing a job evaluation method. An initial, important step is to draw up precise, systematic 
and gender-neutral function descriptions. In this regard, the Hong Kong Equal Opportunities 
Commission38 also requires that the factors selected to evaluate the functions can be applied 
equally to women and men and that they are clearly defined and worded, using gender-neutral 
language.  

 

 
35 Cf. also Oliver Schröter, Messung der Lohngleichheit: Überlegungen zum Faktor Berufserfahrung, in 

Ökonomenstimme 27 January 2016: https://swiss.economicblogs.org/oekonomenstimme/2016/schr%C3%B6ter- 
messung-lohngleichheit-berufserfahrung. 

36 Marie-Thérèse Chicha, Gender-Neutral Evaluation for Equal Pay: A step-by-step guide, International Labour 
Office, Geneva, 2008. 

37 Diane Pardon / Yves Vergeylen / Johan van Eeghem Carla Rijmenams, Checklist. Gender neutrality in job 
evaluation and classification, Institute for the equality of women and men, Brussels, 2010. 

38 Equal Opportunities Commission, An illustration on developing an analytical job evaluation system free of sex bias 
(Supplementary book 1), Equal Opportunities Commission, 2009. 
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[Mn 47] Typically, the factor ʹphysical requirements and demandsʹ not only measures the physical 
force needed to correctly perform a job, such as lifting heavy loads, as this factor would then run the 
risk of favouring so-called male functions. For this reason, it is important to differentiate this function 
further and to include, for example, repetition or accuracy of movements. The real physical demands 
of typically female functions must also be sufficiently accounted for. The function of cashier, for 
example, also involves some physical demands, as this job involves repeatedly lifting up and 
putting down objects of different weights. 

[Mn 48] In order to determine whether a job evaluation model is free from discrimination, it is 
essential to evaluate and process typically male or female functions on an equal basis. A function can 
be classified as gender-typical for historical reasons or when more than 70% of the staff carrying out 
the function are of the same sex. For this reason, particular attention must be paid to how these 
functions are evaluated, processed or grouped together throughout the procedure intended to 
establish their value and allocate them to a particular pay grade. To this end, a gender-neutral 
approach is indispensable when weighting functions and formulating the questions and 
answers in the function evaluation questionnaire. Gender neutrality must also determine the 
description of functions, the points allotted to the different answers, the calculation method 
used to ascertain a job’s value based on these points, the setting of intervals between the points 
enabling similar functions to be grouped together and finally how these intervals are converted 
into pay grades or bands.  

[Mn 49] As far as the application of a non-discriminatory job evaluation method is concerned, it 
is advisable to form a working group comprised of men and women who represent both 
employees and the employer. Furthermore, it is important to be aware of the many 
psychological biases, such as stereotypes and prejudices that may influence the judgement of 

the members of the working group, particularly in function evaluation.39 To limit the impact of 
these biases, the people responsible for function evaluation should have gender awareness 
training. 

 
b) Regression analysis 

 

[Mn 50] As far as the authors are aware, the calculations used in regression analysis are not 
discriminatory and do not cause any gender bias. However, what makes the analysis problematic 
from a legal point of view are the variables it contains. That is why, for regression analysis, the 
independent explanatory variables contained in the regression model must be selected very 
carefully.  

[Mn 51] Before starting the analysis, the plausibility of the data should always be checked, i.e. 
verified to ensure that they are correct and their content is plausible and any corrections needed 
are made. This is necessary to ensure that, ultimately, the results of the analysis are correct. 
Errors in the coding of variables or in the information taken into account (e.g. with regard to 
pay components) can influence and bias the results of the regression if they are also correlated 
with the sex of the employees.  

 
 

39 Marie-Thérèse Chicha, L’équité salariale. Mise en œuvre et enjeux (2nd edition), Les éditions Yvon Blais Inc, 
Quebec, 2000. 
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A classic example is the biased evaluation of employees’ function values, skill levels or 
professional status. If less well paid functions usually held by women are wrongly evaluated as 
having a lower value than similar but better paid jobs usually held by men, then the gender pay gap 
appears narrower than it really is. Similarly, the omission of certain pay components only paid to 
mainly male functions will also unjustly reduce the gender pay gap in respect of functions of similar 
value that are overwhelmingly held by women and do not receive such pay components.  

[Mn 52] As regression analysis at company level covers its entire population (i.e. all of its staff), 
it should not be necessary to eliminate outliers (extreme values40). An examination of their 
influence can nevertheless be used to assess the robustness of the results and may reveal the 
origin of any unequal treatment.  

 
c) Non-discriminatory variables 

 

[Mn 53] Primarily the law, jurisprudence and the literature, which have already identified 
variables that are directly or indirectly discriminatory, must guide the selection of variables. 
The definition, operationalisation and measurement of these variables will be evaluated for any 
potential discrimination in a subsequent phase.   

[Mn 54] Variables recognised as discriminatory are: marital status, family situation (e.g. mother 
or father), work-time percentage and types of pay. By way of example, if a company decides to 
pay lower wages to part-time employees than it does to full-time employees carrying out the same 
function, a close look would have to be taken at the impact of this measure on the sexes. As women 
are considerably more likely to work part time than men are, this measure would be 

disadvantageous to them. This type of case is known as ʹindirect discriminationʹ.41 The 
introduction of the variable ʹwork-time percentageʹ into the regression would unjustly reduce 
the pay gap observed between men and women because work-time percentage is related to 
both pay and sex; women mainly work part time and would be unilaterally disadvantaged by 
this regulation. This would lead to justification of pay inequality by means of an argument 
that indirectly discriminates against women. Such a situation would not be acceptable in the 
eyes of the Constitution and the EqA because even if the work-time percentage can be used to 

explain pay inequality, its use in the regression model cannot be justified.42 

[Mn 55] There are other potentially problematic variables that need to be looked at closely 
before being included in the analysis. These include individual performance and pay scales. 

 
 

40 In the present context, outliers are employees who could have a disproportionate impact on the results of the 
analysis due to their particular characteristics. These characteristics are unusual for the company being analysed. 
Outliers can be detected by different statistical tests.  

41 According to Swiss Federal Supreme Court jurisprudence, indirect discrimination exists when a formal, gender-
neutral regulation leads to a situation which clearly treats one sex less favourably than the other with no objective 
justification for this difference; cf. in particular ATF 141 II 411, recital 6.1.2. 

42 ATF 124 II 436, recital 8. This observation was reinforced in later Swiss Federal Supreme Court decisions, e.g. 
decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court 4C.57/2002 of 10 September 2002, recital 2.2. 
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Performance, often criticised in scientific circles due to its potential for bias,43 is questionable in 
terms of its suitability as a variable to justify pay inequality. If the analysis covers the whole 
company, one could ask why the members of one sex are expected to perform less well than the 
members of the other sex. If, as expected, there is no relation in terms of a systematic difference 
between individual performance and sex, the variable ʹperformanceʹ may contribute in the 
regression analysis to a better understanding of the pay system but not of gender-specific pay 
inequality. If, contrary to expectations, the performance evaluation were to demonstrate 
systematic differences to the detriment of one sex, the performance evaluation process would 
need to be examined closely. This would include determining whether performance is being 
measured objectively or subjectively. If measurement is subjective, how can the company guarantee 
that it is neutral and not biased by stereotypes, for example? If measurement is shown to be objective, 
have the measurement criteria been designed so as not to give an advantage or disadvantage to 
employees based on their sex or based simply on typically male or female functions? 
Appropriate statistical tests can provide the answers to these questions.  

 
 

IV. Pay equality analysis at individual level 

[Mn 56] The decision to use job evaluation, regression analysis or even both methods for an 

individual or collective complaint (or appeal) depends on several factors44. Job evaluation can 
always be used but is particularly suitable for small companies. If the data necessary for a statistical 
analysis of pay equality by means of a regression analysis are available, this method is 
preferable. This method enables the gender-specific pay gap to be quantified in relation to the 
whole pay package (i.e. the part related to the function and the part related to the individual at 
the same time). A combination of these two methods is particularly suitable when aiming to 
define the gender-specific difference from the angle of the equal value of functions.  

 
 

1) Applying job evaluation at individual level 

a) Selection of an appropriate job evaluation method 
 

[Mn 57] Before starting the analysis, the expert must determine whether it is possible to rely on the 
job evaluation method used by the defendant company to examine whether equal pay is respected, 
should the pay system indeed be based on such a method.  

 

 
43 Chieh-Chen Bowen / Janet K. Swim / Rick R. Jacobs, Evaluating gender biases on actual job performance of real 

people: A meta-analysis, Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 2000, 30, 2194–2215; Philip L. Roth / Kristen L. 
Purvis / Philip Bobko, A meta-analysis of gender group differences for measures of job performance in field 
studies, Journal of Management, 2012, 38, 719–739; Paola Cecchi-Dimeglio, How gender bias corrupts 
performance reviews, and what to do about it. Harvard Business Review. Online publication of 12 April 2017 
(https://hbr.org/2017/04/how-gender-bias-corrupts-performance-reviews-and-what-to-do-about-it). 

44 Marianne Schär Moser / Jürg Baillod, Discrimination salariales et instruments d’analyse, published by the 
Federal Office for Gender Equality and the Swiss Bar Association. Haupt Verlag, Bern, 2006, p. 104. 
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It therefore has to be established whether the method is non-discriminatory. Should this be the 
case, it can be used as a working basis, if necessary alongside a second method chosen by the 
expert. It should be emphasised, however, that the requirements of the Swiss courts in terms of 
the criteria that allow a method to be defined as non-discriminatory have often been less 

demanding than those mentioned above in this article. Susy Stauber-Moser45 notes, "with 
regard to the pay system’s structure, experts and employers alike are given much room for 
manoeuvre in the choice of methods and criteria as well as in their evaluation, the only 
constraint being that their appraisal should not be arbitrary. Only the use of discriminatory 
characteristics and criteria is actually forbidden." It would seem, therefore, that the scientific 
robustness of the method is not considered a necessary criterion by the judges who have in the 

past accepted a method deemed potentially discriminatory by the experts. 46 

[Mn 58] Should doubts persist about the job evaluation method used by the company, or if the 
company has no such method, the experts need to choose another method. If a method external 
to the company is used in the case of an individual or collective pay discrimination complaint 
(or appeal), it is not necessary to evaluate the value of all the functions. In order to evaluate the 
functions, the experts must have an exact description of each function or an exact description of 
the tasks carried out (e.g. job description, function specification or written objectives agreement, 
etc.).   

[Mn 59] Should the company have its own function evaluation method, each function can be 
precisely attributed to a specific pay, thus making it possible to determine if there is any 
potential pay discrimination. If a method external to the company is used, an approximation of 
the relationship between the value of functions and pay can also be reconstructed. In this case, 
the greater the number of functions evaluated by the experts, the greater the accuracy of the 
reconstructed relationship. 

 
b) Determining pay discrimination 

 

[Mn 60] Job evaluation focuses on the value of functions and is, therefore, an especially suitable 
tool for examining the pay of functions. In this respect, gender pay discrimination exists when, all 
other things being equal, a pay difference is observed between functions of similar value.47 It is not 
against the law to pay different wages to people occupying the same function or functions of 
similar value if this difference can be justified by factors held to be objective in the event of 
suspected gender pay discrimination. 

 
 

45 Susy Stauber-Moser, Égalité des salaires et jurisprudence du Tribunal fédéral, Pratique Juridique Actuelle, 2006, 
11, p. 1370. 

46 According to Susy Stauber-Moser: Swiss Federal Supreme Court decision ATF 131 II 399 f. and the decisions 
cited there, 401 f.; Thomas Geiser / Benedikt Häfliger, Le point sur le droit du travail, Revue Suisse de 
Jurisprudence, 2006, 102, p.335, No. 9; ATF 125 II 541, 548 ff.; see also the review in Kathrin Arioli / Bibiane Egg, 
Arbeitswissenschaftliche Gutachten in: Lohngleichheitsprozessen, PJA, 2001, 1299 ff, 1303, 1300 and Olivier 
Steiner, Das Verbot der indirekten Lohndiskriminierung, PJA 2001, 1281 ff, 1285 f. 

47 Or if function X with a higher value is less well paid than function Y with a lower value. 
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Such justifications or grounds must be relevant and have a real impact on the value of the job.48 
Once the pay difference between two people occupying the same function (or a function of 
equal value) has reached a certain size, jurisprudence states that there is prima facie 
substantiation of discrimination (Art. 6 EqA). This pay difference also includes possible non-
discriminatory objective factors such as years of service or professional experience. The size of 
this difference, however, varies greatly from case to case, making it impossible to define a 
general rule in this regard.49 

[Mn 61] A well-known pay discrimination claim, in which job evaluation was used, was the 
case involving nurses and police officers in the canton of Zurich.50 Following a revision of the pay 
structure in 1991, various organisations representing nurses and qualified nursing assistants initiated a 
pay discrimination claim, joining their complaint to three others involving healthcare teachers, 
physiotherapists and occupational therapists. To support their demand for higher pay, the nurses 
compared their function to that of police officers, judged to be of equal value but better paid. The 
Administrative Court acknowledged that the function of nurse was a typically female one and 
that of police officer typically male. After analysis, it concluded that the ʹsimplified job 
evaluationʹ method used to evaluate the functions was non-discriminatory. However, the court 
corrected the evaluation of the ʹtraining and experienceʹ variable, as it was considered to be 
discriminatory. This change meant that nurses and healthcare staff moved one or two grades 
higher up the pay scale, representing a pay rise of between CHF 500 and CHF 1,000 per month. 
This reclassification increased annual expenditure on the four health services concerned by CHF 
70 million. Backdated payments totalled some CHF 280 million. 

 
 

2) Applying regression analysis at individual level 

a) Experience with regression analysis in legal proceedings 
 

[Mn 62] The use of regression analysis to examine pay equality at individual level was accepted 
for the first time in the Swiss Federal Supreme Court decision ATF 130 III 145 of 22 December 
2003. Switzerland cannot be seen as a pioneer in this area, however, as regression analysis had 
already been used in courts in the 1970s for pay discrimination cases in the United States and in 

other countries.51 
 
 
 

 
48 “Essentially, proof must be given that, despite the appearance of equal value, it is in fact lacking”, article by Susy 

Stauber-Moser, Égalité des salaires et jurisprudence du Tribunal fédéral, Pratique Juridique Actuelle, 2006, 11, p. 
1373 (extract also found in the Swiss Federal Supreme Court decision ATF 130 III 145 recital 5.2). 

49 The Swiss Federal Supreme Court takes a nuanced approach to the subject of prima facie evidence pursuant to 
Art. 6 EqA; depending on the case, it has stated that gender pay discrimination was substantiated in the case of 
gender-specific pay differences of 8.6% or 11.5% (decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court ATF 142 II 49, recital 
7.2.), 11% (decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court 2A.91/2007 of 25 February 2008, recital 5), 15% to 25% 
(ATF 125 III 368, recital 4) or 27% (ATF 130 III 145, recital 4.3.) and it did not consider it to be substantiated in the 
case of a gender-related pay difference of 30.5% (decision of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court 1C_310/2007 of 17 
April 2008, recital 5.3. In all of these decisions, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision was not based solely 
on the percentage of the gender-specific pay difference but also relied on submissions brought by the parties and 
the lower courts in relation to the grounds for the gender-specific pay inequality (decision of the Federal Court 
2A.91/2007 of 25 February 2008, recital 5; ATF 125 III 368, recital 4 ; ATF 130 III 145, recital 4.3.1, 4.3.2.; decision of 
the Swiss Federal Supreme Court 1C_310/2007 of 17 April 2008, recital 5.2, 5.3). 

50 Cf. verdict of the Administrative Court of the Canton of Zurich VK.1996.00011 of 22 January 2001. 
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At that time, various commentaries on regression analysis were published, resulting from the 
courts’ experience of pay discrimination cases in particular.52 This method of analysis was soon 
considered extremely suitable for discrimination cases, although it was deemed to be relatively 
complex and requiring particular attention from the judges and lawyers, especially with regard 
to the legitimacy of the explanatory variables used.53 

 
b) The decisive role of the experts 

 

[Mn 63] From a legal point of view, the difficulty lies in understanding the logic of regression 
analysis. Judges do not necessarily have the required technical skills and must therefore 
commission an expert assessment in light of the principle of judicial investigation under the 

Gender Equality Act.54 The probative force of such assessments is much greater than other 
means of evidence, such as witness statements or private assessments. The experts are therefore 
responsible for the suitability of the regression model and the interpretation of results with a 
view to answering the questions asked by the judges. Experts must have sound training in 
econometrics and a good knowledge of the law, especially the Gender Equality Act. They must 
ensure the regression analysis is conducted according to standard practice and in compliance 
with scientific standards and legal principles. The reservations sometimes expressed about the 

use of regression analysis in pay inequality55 are aimed at the abilities of the experts rather than 
at the method itself. 

 
c) Determining pay discrimination 

[Mn 64] In a book published to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the EqA, Yves Flückiger56 

explains in detail how he conducted the assessment the Swiss Federal Supreme Court relied on 
in its ATF 130 III 145 decision. Firstly, he gathered information about policy on pay, recruitment 
and promotion within the defendant company in order to assemble, if necessary, the elements 
that would substantiate the claim of inequality. Flückiger then analysed the company’s situation 
in comparison with the reference sector defined by the company’s business activities.  

 

 
51 Beyond the Prima Facie Case in Employment Discrimination Law: Statistical Proof and Rebuttal, Harvard Law 

Review, 1975, 89(2), 387–422. 
52 For example, Franklin M. Fisher, Multiple Regression in Legal Proceedings, Columbia Law Review, 1980, 80(4), 702–

736; David E Bloom / Mark R. Killingsworth, Pay discrimination research and litigation: The use of regression, 
Industrial Relations, A journal of Economy and Society, 1982, 21(3), 318–339; Walter Fogel, Class Pay 
Discrimination and Multiple Regression Proofs, Nebraska Law Review, 1986, 65(2), 289–329. Gerald V. Barrett 
/ Donna M. Sansonetti, Issues concerning the use of regression analysis in salary discrimination cases, Personnel 
Psychology, 1988, 41(3), 503–515. 

53 Title VII, Multiple Linear Regression Models, and the Courts: An Analysis, Law and Contemporary Problems, 
1983, 46, 283–295; statistical works also exist for legal professionals; see, for example, National Research Council, 
Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence: Third Edition, The National Academies Press, Washington, 2011. For 
example, Eric Pouliquen / Pierre Petitclerc, Égalité de rémunération hommes-femmes. Une approche comparée 
entre la France et le Québec, Journal du Barreau du Québec, 2000, 32(11). 

54 Florence Aubry Girardin, Discrimination salariale, in: Gabriel Aubert / Karine Lempen (publ.), Commentaire 
de la loi sur l’égalité entre femmes et hommes, Editions Slatkine, Geneva, 2011. 

55 For example, Fritz Dolder / Matthias Moelleney, Betriebliche Lohnanalyse mit Hilfe der multiplen Regression – 
Teil 1, in: Jusletter 22 May 2017. 

56 Yves Flückiger, Expertise en matière de discrimination salariale: le point de vue économique, in: Jean-Philippe 
Dunand / Karine Lempen / Pascale Mahon (Publisher), L’égalité entre femmes et hommes dans les relations de 
travail, 1996–2016: 20 ans d’application de la LEg. Schulthess, Geneva, 2 0 1 6 . 
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These comparative analyses showed that: 

1. the defendant company employed a much lower percentage of women than the reference 
sector; 

2. the percentage of women in positions of responsibility in the defendant company was much 
lower than in the reference sector;  

3. pay inequality within the defendant company was much greater than in the reference 
sector. 

[Mn 65] The low number of women in the company overall as well as in managerial positions 
could be favourable to discrimination. Based on this information and on the plaintiff’s case file, 
pay discrimination was substantiated by prima facie evidence, reversing the burden of proof 
and obliging the company to provide all data relevant to establishing pay.  

[Mn 66] Subsequently, Flückiger conducted a regression analysis based on the entire 

staff employed by the company using the data provided and the variables the company 

itself judged relevant to establishing pay. The results of the regression analysis showed a 
very high determination coefficient (R2). Furthermore, they revealed that, all other things being 
equal, the defendant company paid significantly lower wages to its female staff than it did to its 
male staff. Using regression analysis, it was possible to predict the male pay with which the 
plaintiff was comparing herself. The salary predicted by the model was CHF 194,531 per annum 
and the salary actually paid by the company was CHF 192,264. The pay predicted by the 
regression variables was thus very close to the actual pay. This made the model a valuable and 
effective tool to evaluate the pay that the female employee was entitled to and enabled the amount of 
damages to be calculated. All of the pieces of evidence and the rest of the case file enabled the judges 
to give a verdict in favour of the plaintiff.   

 
 

V. Pay equality analysis at company level 

[Mn 67] Monitoring the observance of gender pay equality at company level is current practice in the 
Confederation’s public procurement. Various certification schemes offered by private companies have 
contributed to the spread of pay equality analyses at company level.  

 
 

1) Applying job evaluation at company level 

a) Selecting a suitable job evaluation method 
 

[Mn 68] The use of a scientifically based and gender-neutral job evaluation method as a pay 
system’s centrepiece is an important step in objectively determining the pay of functions. 
However, such an evaluation does not automatically guarantee that the company’s pay practice 
is free from discrimination. Pay discrimination can appear in the implementation of any pay 
system. This may be due, for example, to cognitive biases (e.g. stereotypes that influence pay 
negotiations at the start of a new job or performance assessments related to bonuses) or to the 
inclusion of potentially discriminatory variables (e.g. market wages used to define pay within the 
company while the market itself discriminates against typically female functions). Checks must 
therefore be made on a regular basis to ensure the actual neutrality of pay practice. 
Nevertheless, these checks should not be limited to the pay of functions. Other pay components 
must also be taken into account (e.g. components relating to the individual, such as experience).  
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[Mn 69] Companies with a scientifically based and non-discriminatory pay system can proceed 
with a systematic check of each individual wage paid. In this case, the consistency between the 
theoretical wage and the actual wage should guarantee that gender pay equality is respected. 
However, any discrepancies observed should be analysed by a group of experts.   

[Mn 70] The fact that the majority of companies do not have such a system does not necessarily 
mean that their pay practice is discriminatory. However, a job evaluation method that meets all 
the above-mentioned scientific and legal criteria should always be used for analyses in such 

companies.57 This method should also be complemented with variables to measure 
characteristics related to the employees (e.g. years of service and professional experience) so as 
to be as close as possible to actual pay.  

 
b) Establishing pay discrimination 

 

[Mn 71] As far as the authors are aware, there is no tool based on job evaluation currently 
available in Switzerland that would enable monitoring of whether pay equality is ensured at 
company level. It is perfectly conceivable, however, to develop such an approach that would 
enable the value of the company’s functions to be defined and combined with variables that 
measure the individual characteristics of the employees. In this way, it would be possible to 
obtain a score for each employee that would be based, on the one hand, on the value of the 
function they occupy and, on the other, on the human capital of the person concerned (e.g. 
years of service and professional experience). In theory, the person with the highest score would 
receive the highest pay and the person with the lowest score, the lowest pay. By drawing up a 
second ranking based on the real wages paid, the two rankings could be compared to detect any 
disparities. If these discrepancies were related to gender, this would lead to a supposition of 
gender pay discrimination with regard to these individuals. Subsequently, it would then have 
to be decided on the basis of which number or percentage of employees and on the basis of 
which size pay gap it could be assumed that pay discrimination existed at company level in the 
sense of measurable, systematic gender-specific discrimination.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

57 The accuracy of the method also depends on the level of proof being sought. To substantiate pay discrimination 
by prima facie evidence, a pseudo-analytical or summary method should suffice.  
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2) Applying regression analysis at company level 

a) The Confederation’s standard analysis model (MASC) 
 

[Mn 72] The Confederation’s standard analysis model (MASC) has been used since 2006 to 
monitor pay equality in the Confederation’s public procurement.58 Using regression analysis, it 
enables the pay practice of a company with at least 50 employees59 to be checked and it to be 
determined whether systematic gender pay inequality exists or whether there is reason to 
suspect pay discrimination. Although the analysis may also provide information about 
individual cases, these are not examined in detail. This means that a company monitored in the 
context of public procurement cannot use a positive result (i.e. no pay discrimination was found 
at company level) to prove that there is no gender pay discrimination (within the meaning of 
the EqA) overall (i.e. in relation to individuals or groups of individuals).  

[Mn 73] The use of a standardised method for all companies arises from the specific 
requirements of governmental pay equality audits, such as those that apply to the 
Confederation’s public procurement. The government must be able to ensure equal treatment of 
all companies during such audits. Furthermore, it must allow them, before bidding for a tender, 
to test whether the criteria for pay equality in public procurement are met. This is done by 
means of a self-test, which, in order to ensure compliance with the law, uses clear and uniform 
criteria. Furthermore, to ensure proportionality, the use of a standardised method reduces the 
administrative burden. It does this by using data that largely correspond to those used by the 
Swiss Earnings Structure Survey and which should, therefore, be readily available in the 
company.  

[Mn 74] The MASC comes in two parts: a statistical regression method (a semi-logarithmic mean-based 
OLS regression analysis) and a model. Using this model, the pay of employees is explained by 
their individual qualification characteristics (education and training, years of service and 
potential professional experience), by criteria related to their job (level of skills within the 
company and professional status) and by gender. All other things being equal, this method 
enables the part of the pay difference not due to objective and non-discriminatory criteria to be 
isolated. In other words, it can highlight the pay difference in a company between men and 
women who have similar individual and professional characteristics. It can therefore establish 
whether there is gender pay discrimination. To take into account the potential influence of 
other, objective and non-discriminatory factors specific to the company, the method works with 
a tolerance threshold of 5% for public procurement audits. Logib allows the MASC to be used in 

Excel and companies can thus easily carry out internal pay analyses.60 
 
 
 

58 Oliver Schröter / Claudio Marti Whitebread, Lohngleichheitskontrollen im Beschaffungswesen des Bundes, in: 
Jean-Philippe Dunand / Karine Lempen / Pascale Mahon (publisher), L’égalité entre femmes et hommes dans les 
relations de travail, 1996–2016: 20 ans d’application de la LEg, Schulthess, Geneva, 2016. 

59 The MASC is recommended for companies with at least 50 employees that employ at least ten people of each 
sex.  

60 The Federal Office for Gender Equality describes the Confederation’s standard analysis model in detail in the 
document: ‘Standard-Analysemodell zur Überprüfung der Lohngleichheit zwischen Frau und Mann im 
Beschaffungswesen des Bundes (Methodenbeschrieb)’: 
https://www.ebg.admin.ch/dam/ebg/de/dokumente/lohngleichheit/themen/standard- 
analysemodellzurueberpruefungderlohngleichheitzwischenf.pdf . 
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[Mn 75] A scientific evaluation of the MASC was conducted in 2015 by the University of St. 

Gallen and the Infras institute61. This study concluded that the regression method used in the 
MASC was scientifically recognised and fit for purpose, in particular for practical reasons. The 
variables included in the model are based on the theory of human capital and were judged 
suitable from a scientific point of view and with regard to their explanatory power and (low) 
discriminatory potential. Lastly, the study decided that the tolerance threshold of 5% applied in 
public procurement, although not scientifically grounded, had proved itself in practice. This 
threshold is dependent on political decisions, however, and would need to be reconsidered 
should the type of regression or the variables change. 

[Mn 76] The MASC and the Logib tool are now internationally recognised as good practice and 
have been adopted and adapted by several European countries.62 

 
b) The Federal Administration’s experience with the MASC 

 

[Mn 77] The MASC was used in 86 controls completed between 2006 and 2017 to verify 
adherence to equal pay in the Confederation’s public procurement.63 According to research 
conducted by the University of Geneva, in companies with at least 50 employees, the 
introduction of the Logib tool has contributed to a reduction in pay inequality.64 For several 
years now, the communes and cantons have conducted audits using the MASC in their own 
public procurement. This trend should increase with the implementation of the charter for equal 
pay in the public sector.65 As far as voluntary analyses are concerned, it is impossible to 
estimate the proportion of companies that have used the Logib tool to review their pay practice. 
We simply know that the tool has been downloaded from the website of the Federal Office for 
Gender Equality several thousand times a year.  

 

 
61 Christina Felfe / Judith Trageser / Rolf Iten, Studie zu den statistischen Analysen der Eidgenossenschaft betref- 

fend die Lohngleichheit von Frau und Mann, sur mandat du Bureau fédéral de l’égalité entre femmes et hommes, 
2015. 

62 Cf., e.g., ILO, A comparative analysis of promoting pay equity: models and impacts. Working 
document available at: http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---
declaration/documents/publication/wcms_decl_wp_27_en.pdf. United Nations, Economic and Social 
Council, Beijing+20 Regional Review Meeting, 2014, p. 14, Document available online at 
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/Gender/documents/Beijing+15/ECE.AC.28.2014.5.E.pdf. United 
Nations, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, Committee on the 
Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Fiftieth session, 3–21 October 2011, The Federal Republic of 
Germany supports use of the web tool, Logib-D, based on Logib. Document available online at: 
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/docs/followup/CEDAW-C-DEU-CO-6-Add1.pdf. The EU 
Equal PacE project also makes the web tool available in Poland, France and the United Kingdom. Website: 
http://www.equal-pace.eu/. The Czech Republic is currently adopting Logib directly from Switzerland; 
Inspection générale des affaires sociales, Évaluation des outils de mesure par les entre- prises des écarts de 
rémunération entre les femmes et les hommes. Rapport, 2016. L’autorité française, dans son rapport 
détaillé, mentionne également Logib en tant qu’outil utile pour vérifier des écarts salariaux: 
http://www.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/var/storage/rapports-publics/174000145.pdf. 

63 Federal Office for Gender Equality. General information on controls available online at: 
https://www.ebg.admin.ch/ebg/en/home/topics/work/equal-pay/government-control-of-public-
procurement.html. 

64 Giannina Vaccaro, How to Reduce the Unexplained Gender Wage Gap? Evidence from a Regression Discontinuity 
Design, Doctoral thesis, University of Geneva, Geneva, 2015. 

65 Federal Office for Gender Equality, General information on the public sector’s engagement available (DE, FR and IT) 
at: https://www.ebg.admin.ch/ebg/fr/home/themes/travail/plateforme-egalite-salariale/engagement-du-
secteur-public.html.
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In a survey, 85% of companies said that they had used analysis regression with the Logib tool to 
analyse their pay practice with regard to adherence to pay equality.66 Furthermore, companies 
tendering for public procurement contracts with the Confederation (some 10,000 tenders per 
year) must, under certain conditions (50 employees or more and above the WTO threshold), 
carry out self-testing of their pay practice using the MASC in order to complete the declaration 
that has been compulsory for tenderers since 2006.67 The MASC and the Logib tool are, 
therefore, widely used by both public authorities and private companies. The latter also 
consider the MASC and Logib fit for purpose and easy to use and do not wish to see them 
change68. 

 

 
 
 

a) Other regression-based analysis models 
 

[Mn 78] The use of regression analysis to examine adherence to pay equality at company level is 
a simple and objective approach. It is also the method chosen by the majority of private 
organisations in Switzerland offering pay equality certification (e.g. Equal Salary, Fair 
Compensation, Edge, etc.). However, for reasons of trade secrecy, the methods and models used are 
not always completely transparent. We only know that certification is based on the OLS method 
and generally includes variables relating to the individual and professional characteristics of 
employees. Some certifications use standardised variables, whereas others create their model 
based on data available in the company. It would also appear that some certifications use the 
Confederation’s tolerance threshold of 5%, while working with a greater number of variables 
than in the MASC. At international level, many other countries (e.g. Germany, Luxembourg and 
the Czech Republic, etc.) offer tools very similar to the Logib tool developed by the 
Confederation with standardised variables. 

 
 
 

66 Results from the data from a business survey conducted for the report by Susanne Stern 
/ Judith Trageser / Rolf Iten / Bettina Rüegge / Andrea Schultheiss, Regulierungsfolgenabschätzung zu den 
geplanten Massnahmen zur Durchsetzung der Lohngleichheit, Study commissioned by the Federal Office of 
Justice, 2015. 

67 Beschaffungskonferenz des Bundes, declaration form available online at: 
https://www.beschaffung.admin.ch/bpl/de/home/auftraege-bund/selbstdeklarationen.html 

68 Steve Binggeli / Oliver Schröter, Lohngleichheit: Das sagen die Unternehmen, HR Today – online, 12 February 
2016. Steve Binggeli, L’égalité salariale : Ce que nous savons de l’opinion des entreprises, Weka – online, 22 
February 2016. 

69 In two cases, the quality of the data transferred by the company was insufficient to conduct a reliable 
analysis.

Main findings on gender pay equality audits in the Confederation’s public 

procurement.   

 
The average size of the 86 companies audited between 2006 and the end of 2017 was 612 
employees (median = 236) and the percentage of women was on average 24% (median = 
21%). The results of these audits show that, all other things being equal, in 39 cases (45%) 
the pay gap between women and men was not statistically significantly different from 0, 
that in 34 cases (40%) it was significantly different from 0 but less than 5% (tolerance 
threshold), and that in 11 cases (13%) it was significantly different from 0.69 On average, 

the determination coefficient (R2) was 84% (median = 85%). 
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VI. Conclusion 

 

[Mn 79] Over 30 years after its inclusion in the Federal Constitution, the principle of pay 
equality between men and women has yet to be realised in practice. In 2014, the Federal 
Statistical Office estimated that the unexplained gender pay gap in the private economy was 
7.4%. This represents an average of CHF 599 per person, per month.70 Voluntary measures 
introduced in the ʹPay Equality Dialogueʹ did not have the desired effect. Furthermore, only a 
third of companies with at least 50 employees say that they have undertaken gender-specific 
analyses of their pay practice. There is, therefore, great potential for improvement, which with 
the availability and implementation of scientifically grounded and non-discriminatory methods 
could be used to test the adherence to gender pay equality and to put it into practice in the 
medium and long term. In order for these methods to be used on a wider scale, however, more 
legal practitioners need to fully apprehend their complexity and embrace their 
multidisciplinary nature. The experts play an essential role in this respect, as they are the ones 
who have to choose a suitable method and to ensure its correct and non-discriminatory 
application when making expert assessments.  
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Federal Office for Gender Equality (FOGE) The contents of this article reflect solely the 
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66 Silvia Strub / Livia Bannwart, Analyse der Löhne von Frauen und Männern anhand der Lohnstrukturerhebung 

2014, Analysis commissioned by the Federal Statistical Office, Economy Division, Wages and Working 
Conditions Section, 2017. 
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